[Metabotropic receptor of the group I of the 5th subtype (ImGLuR5) in honeybee associative olfactory learning].
The work deals with study of character of localization in the honeybee head ganglion of metabotropic receptor ImGluR5 and its role in memory formation. With aid of pharmacological method (injections of antisense oligonucleotide and of selective receptor agonist and antagonist) and of behavioral criterion (formation and testing of preservation in memory of conditioned alimentary reflex for olfactory stimulus), there is first shown participation of the studied receptor in formation of the honeybee long-term memory. By using the immunohistochemical method, there is first revealed the predominant expression of the ImGluR5 receptor in the mushroom body Canyon cells responsible for the insect integrative activity. The present study, together with the previous ones, allows concluding about the presence in the honeybee head ganglion of the group I of metabotropic glutamate receptors with two subtypes 1 and 5 (ImGluR1,5) that have similar with mammalian pharmacological properties favoring preservation of the individually acquired experience in the long-term memory.